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ABSTRACT
Free-space beam steering using optical phase arrays are desirable as a means of implementing Light Detection and
Ranging (LIDAR) and free-space communication links without the need for moving parts, thus alleviating vulnerabilities
due to vibrations and inertial forces. Implementing such an approach in silicon photonic integrated circuits is
particularly desirable in order to take advantage of established CMOS processing techniques while reducing both device
size and packaging complexity.
In this work we demonstrate a free-space diode laser together with beam steering implemented on-chip in a silicon
photonic circuit. A waveguide phased array, surface gratings, a hybrid III-V/silicon laser and an array of hybrid III/V
silicon amplifiers were fabricated on-chip in order to achieve a fully integrated steerable free-space optical source with
no external optical inputs, thus eliminating the need for fiber coupling altogether. The chip was fabricated using a
modified version of the hybrid silicon process developed at UCSB, with modifications in order to incorporate diodes
within the waveguide layer as well as within the III-V gain layer. Beam steering across a 12⁰ field of view with ±0.3⁰
accuracy and 1.8⁰×0.6⁰ beam width was achieved, with background peaks suppressed 7 dB relative to the main lobe
within the field of view for arbitrarily chosen beam directions.
Keywords: silicon photonics, LIDAR, free-space communication, optical phased array, laser, hybrid silicon, integrated
optics, beam steering, photonic integrated circuit

1. INTRODUCTION
The ability to steer and shape a beam in free space is of interest for a wide range of applications. One application of
especial note is light detection and ranging (LIDAR), which provides images at higher resolution than is possible with
radar together with the capability to penetrate forest canopy and other obscurants such that hidden landmarks, vehicles,
and personnel may be located and identified without sacrificing resolution by resorting to long-wavelength microwave
radar [1]. Another application of particular interest is point-to-point free-space communication links, in which beam
steering may be used either to select specific recipients for targeted burst transmissions or to maintain a link between
non-stationary entities such that low bit-error-rate transmission is maintained despite location shift/sway (e.g. links
between buildings) or even significant positional change (e.g. inter-satellite communication). In either case, beam
steering using adaptive optics generally requires the use of mechanically moving parts which are therefore subject to
degradation in performance from inertial forces and vibrations as well as being susceptible to mechanical wear.
1.1 Optical phased arrays and photonic integrated circuits
Optical phased arrays can be used to steer and shape a beam in free space without mechanical motion [2], and have been
demonstrated as such both for LIDAR [3] and for free-space communication links [4], however this approach has largely
been implemented thus far using bulk optical components which must be assembled, aligned, and co-packaged. An
integrated optical approach in which all optical components are contained within a photonic integrated circuit offers
several key advantages over bulk optical assemblies:
(1) Size. Since individual components are not coupled via either optical fiber or lens assemblies and do not require
individual mechanical mounts, space can be devoted solely to a single mount for a chip which contains all
required optical components within it, thus saving both volume and weight.
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(2) Optical alignment: since the optical components are fabricated together, optical alignment is accomplished by
routing planar waveguides between components on-chip using standard lithography with nanometer-scale
tolerances and without the need for independent alignment of micro-optical elements or optical fibers, thus both
saving cost and improving system performance.
(3) Tolerance of vibration and mechanical shock. With optical alignment determined by on-chip fabrication rather
than lenses and optical fiber, vibration and mechanical shock poses less of a risk to optical alignment since
there are no mechanically-affixed components which can be shifted or shaken loose within the beam path.
(4) Packaging cost. By eliminating the need to separately assemble and align individual optical components as
well as the need for robust mechanical sub-assembly fixtures to hold optical components in place relative to
each other, overall packaging cost can be reduced. Additionally, since the photonic integrated circuit can be
encapsulated as a single chip, robust functionality in adverse conditions involving particulates and moisture can
be achieved without resorting to hermetic packaging.
1.2 Silicon photonics for optical phased arrays
Optical phased arrays can be realized in photonic integrated circuits (PICs) using silicon photonics, thus taking
advantage of the fabrication processes and facilities already in widespread use within the electronics industry. Such
PICs have been demonstrated using passive silicon waveguides/splitters and gratings together with resistive heaters for
thermo-optic control [5][6][7] on silicon-on-insulator (SOI), but this approach necessitates an off-chip source laser
which is coupled to the chip via either optical fiber or micro-optics and which must be co-packaged with the chip after
being optically aligned, thus diminishing the advantages of using a PIC in the first place (although still vastly preferable,
from a packaging standpoint, to aligning/co-packaging the much larger number of components that were thus
successfully integrated on-chip). Furthermore, since optical coupling from fiber to SOI involves a large index mismatch,
reflections and losses at the interface are inevitable. Optical propagation and scattering losses within the PIC are also
inevitable, and the optical phased array itself cannot emit all power into the main beam lobe with 100% efficiency.
It is therefore preferable to have a means of amplifying on-chip light rather than relying on huge input power coupled
from a fiber at a single input. Such a capability also offers the additional advantage of providing a means to compensate
for phase-dependent losses which must necessarily be introduced on-chip as a result of fast phase-modulation techniques
such as carrier-injection and carrier-depletion should beam sweeping at speeds in excess of that achievable thermooptically be required. Particularly well-suited to this task is the hybrid silicon platform, in which III-V material is die or
wafer-bonded to already-patterned SOI waveguides such that optical modes guided within the silicon layer can be
electrically pumped due to their evanescent overlap with quantum wells in the III-V material. This approach enables the
integration of gain elements for on-chip amplifiers [8] and lasers [9] without the need for separate optical alignment of
these components since they are patterned lithographically in the III-V after bonding to the silicon waveguides. This
report describes the design, fabrication, and demonstrated beam-sweeping capability of such a device.

2. CONCEPT
In a standard phased array for two-dimensional beam steering, emitter elements or antennae are arranged in a twodimensional array and phase adjusted to shape/steer the beam. Free-space emission from waveguides in a planar
photonic circuit can be achieved using surface gratings, however, and these have the advantage of functioning as 1D
phased arrays in their own right since each grating tooth scatters power from the guided mode with a phase delay
determined by the effective index of the mode propagating within the waveguide. As such, the emission from a
waveguide surface grating is a line in the far field whose emission angle is dictated by the grating pitch (i.e. period
between grating teeth), waveguide effective index, and wavelength according to Eq. (1)
=

.

(1)

By tuning wavelength, therefore, the beam in the far field can be steered in one axis and will automatically be collimated
in that axis (subject to the finite length of the emission). An array of such gratings enables two-dimensional beam
steering since wavelength determines the beam direction in one axis (henceforth referred to as θ) and relative phase
across the grating array determines the beam shape/direction in the other axis (henceforth referred to as ψ). In overall
concept the PIC-based optical phased array can be realized using a tunable laser coupled to a beam splitter to separate
the beam into N channels, a phase modulator for each channel, and finally a grating emitter for each channel. In practice
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he beam after the
t tunable laser and then sepparately ampliffy each channeel so as to provvide both
it is preferable to amplify th
gain and phaase adjustmentt for each emittter. The initiaal amplifier affter the tunablee laser (hencefforth referred tto as the
“preamplifierr”) not only in
ncreases the po
ower launched into the splitteer but also proovides an easy means of (a) bblanking
the beam wh
hen output to the far field is not desired, and (b) tailorring the far fieeld output pow
wer to compennsate for
variable on-cchip losses (thiis will be discu
ussed in more detail
d
in the Reesults section). A schematicc of the overalll concept
is shown in Figure
F
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Figure 1. Optical phased
d array photonicc integrated circu
uit concept. A ttunable source laaser is followedd by a semiconduuctor
mplifier (SOA) preamplifier,
p
aftter which the beeam is split into multiple channeels (in this case 8). Each channnel is
optical am
separately
y amplified and phase tuned beffore being routed
d to an array off surface gratingss. Emission anggle of the beam from
the surfacce gratings is determined by wavelength
w
(heree symbolized byy color) in the θ (longitudinal) axis and by relative
phase in the
t ψ axis.

Because wav
velength is used to control steeering in one axis
a and becauuse the shape oof the beam in that axis is dettermined
by the grating lithography rather
r
than by active control,, an array of N elements requuires 2N+1 conntrols to steer tthe beam
(N phase con
ntrols, N gain controls, and one
o wavelength
h control) rathher than N2 as w
would be requuired for a stanndard 2D
array architeccture, and is th
herefore inheren
ntly more scalaable.

3. DESIGN
The design of
o the system begins
b
with thee design of ind
dividual compoonents, and forr this one musst work backwaard from
the beam req
quirements to arrive at the system
s
capabillity. In this w
work the full-w
width half-maxximum (FWHM
M) beam
width goal was
w <2° with a steering rangee goal of >12°. Since lens opptics can in priinciple be usedd to expand or contract
both the beam
m and the steeering range in a given axis, the
t true goal w
was for a minim
mum of 6×6 (ii.e. total steerinng range
divided by beeam width) evenly spaced resolvable spots in the far fieldd with a backgground suppression ratio (i.e. the ratio
of the main lobe peak inten
nsity to backgro
ound peak inten
nsity within thhe field of view
w) of 10 dB.
3.1 Channeel spacing
The spacing d between chaannel waveguid
des determiness the angular seeparation betw
ween the main llobe and the siide lobes
in the far fielld. With a req
quired separatio
on of 12° to meet
m the steerinng range requirrement (i.e. onne must be ablee to steer
the main lob
be by ±6° in ψ without causiing a side lobee to enter the ffield of view),, the separationn between wavveguides
must not excceed 6.5 μm (calculated
(
forr 1550 nm waavelength). Noote that for thhis calculation it is not suffficient to
maintain a peak-to-peak seeparation between main lobe and side lobee of 12°; ratherr the base of thhe side lobe exxceeding
the backgrou
und suppressio
on must be seeparated from the main lobee by >12°. F
For the system
m we chose a channel
separation off 5.5 μm such that significan
nt background power within the side lobess must fall 14.8° from the m
main lobe
and can be eaasily aperture without
w
clippin
ng the main lob
be at the edges of the field off view.
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3.2 Array width
w
and chan
nnel count
The lateral width
w
of the oveerall array (i.e. the product (N
N-1)·d, where N is the numbeer of channel w
waveguides andd d is the
separation beetween them) determines thee far field beam
m width in thee ψ axis. Forr far field beam
m width <2°, tthe array
must have a lateral extent >35
> μm; for d set
s to 5.5 μm, N = 8. Plots oof the calculateed side lobe sepparation vs. waaveguide
separation an
nd beam width vs. array width
h are shown in
n Figure 2.

o
o
o

avcyuìdc separa tion Him)

array width (inn)

Figure 2. Calculated far field separation
n between main lobe and base off side lobe (>-100 dB relative to main lobe peakk) vs.
de separation (left), and calculateed far field beam
m width vs. arrayy width (right).
waveguid

The longitud
dinal beam width is determineed by the gratin
ng strength; forr this work thee grating emitteer used was ideentical to
that reported and characteriized in [6], and
d was thus know
wn in advancee to have a beam
m width of 0.6°.
m
desiign
3.3 Phase modulator
The phase modulator
m
was designed so as
a to tune phaase thermo-opttically by appplying forwardd bias to a p-i--n diode
straddling th
he waveguide. By maintain
ning large sepaaration betweeen the p and n regions, carrrier density within the
optical modee was rendered
d negligible, th
hus avoiding phase-dependen
p
nt loss due to free-carrier abbsorption. The silicon
slab between
n phase modulaators was etcheed to the burieed oxide so as to mitigate theermal crosstalkk between channnels. It
should be no
oted, however,, that the measured device exhibited
e
signiificant output power fluctuaations for variaations in
phase tuning
g; this was attriibuted to poor thermal isolatiion between thhe phase modullators and the gain elements and will
be described in more detail in the Resultts section. As such, althoughh free-carrier aabsorption wass negligible, thhe output
power was still
s
phase dep
pendent such that
t
the advan
ntage of therm
mo-optic tuningg was largely negated. Subbsequent
designs thereefore employ electro-optic tun
ning and will be
b described inn a forthcomingg report.
Diode dopan
nt profile after ion implantation and annealing was modelled using the S
Silvaco ATHE
ENA software ppackage,
and the current-voltage ch
haracteristics an
nd associated carrier densitiies within the waveguide weere modeled uusing the
Silvaco ATL
LAS software package.
p
Carrier lifetimes wiithin the wavegguide for this ccalculation werre assumed to bbe 0.9 ns
in accordancce with the dataa reported by Dimitropoulos
D
et al. [10]. T
Thermal tuningg was predictedd to be 57 mW
W/π using
the relation given
g
in Eq. (2)):

=

,

(2)

where λ is wavelength,
w
σ = 1.35×10-2 W cm-1 K-1 is thee thermal condductivity of thee buried oxide [11], w is the eeffective
width of the area over whicch the heat is dissipated
d
(apprroximated by tthe width of thee intrinsic regiion within the ddiode, or
10 μm), t = 1 μm is the thiickness of the buried oxide, and
a dn/dT = 1 .86×10-4 K-1 [112] is the therm
mo-optic coeffficient of
silicon.
The phase modulator
m
cross-section and a plot of expeected carrier deensity vs. biass are shown inn Figure 3 for a phase
modulator len
ngth of 2 mm.
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Figure 3. Cross-section of the phase modulator
m
profilee (left), and preddicted thermo-opptic tuning and free-carrier indduced
excess loss vs. thermal po
ower (right).

3.4 Amplifiers and laser
The gain eleements within both
b
the SOA’s and the tunaable laser weree based on thee design reportted by Kurczvveil et al.
[13] with thee exception of rib waveguidee width, which
h was chosen too be 2.5 μm w
within the SOA
A’s in order to increase
mode volum
me and hence maximum
m
outp
put power. Len
ngth of these elements was chosen to be 2.3 mm (also with the
intention of increasing
i
outp
put power), wh
hile the preamp
plifier’s lengthh and rib widthh were chosen to be 1 mm aand 2 μm
respectively for higher gaiin/mm. The tu
unable laser was
w composed of two bus w
waveguides eacch with a gain section,
coupled togeether with ring resonators having
h
circum
mferences of 4400 μm and 4420 μm respecctively such thhat their
respective traansmission speectra would ov
verlap at only one wavelenggth within the available gainn bandwidth. T
Thermooptic tuning of the ring speectra by meanss of resistive heaters
h
overlyinng them alloweed the common transmissionn peak to
be shifted so as to tune the laser. This tun
nable laser willl be described iin greater detaail in a forthcom
ming publicatioon.
3.5 Integratted device
The CAD lay
yout of the oveerall 8-channel device is show
wn in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. CAD layout off the overall dev
vice showing the tunable laser, ppre-amplifier, waaveguide splitterr, channel ampliffiers,
phase mo
odulators, and grrating array.

4. FA
ABRICATIO
ON
Silicon-on-in
nsulator (SOI) with 500 nm liightly p-doped
d (3×1015 cm-3) top silicon annd 1 μm buriedd oxide was useed as the
starting mateerial. Rib wav
veguides were patterned
p
and etched to a deepth of 275 nm
m in the SOI. B
Boron and phoosphorus
dopants weree introduced viia ion implantaation and a 10 minute
m
1050°C
C anneal to forrm the phase m
modulators dioddes. The
grating array
y for free-space emission waas patterned ussing e-beam litthography andd etched to a ddepth of 50 nm
m. III-V
quantum weell laser materrial was then wafer-bonded to the top siilicon surface,, after which the bonded cchip was
lithographicaally patterned and etched to
o form diodes within the IIII-V material too serve as eleectrically pumpped gain
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M
contacts were
w formed viia e-beam evap
poration and lifftoff. Buffer layers composeed of SU8 and PECVD
elements. Metal
SiO2 were used
u
over the waveguides to
o maintain sufficient separaation between the overlyingg metal traces and the
waveguides to
t avoid excesss optical lossess.

5. RESULTS
5.1 Phase modulators
m
Phase tuner current-voltage
c
e characteristiccs were used to
o estimate the effective carrieer lifetime, whhich was determ
mined to
be 1.9 ns rath
her than the ex
xpected value of
o 0.9 ns. Calcculations of thhe associated caarrier densitiess suggested freee-carrier
absorption of 0.75 dB an
nd free-carrierr induced phase shift of -0 .8 radians forr 100 mW of dissipated i2R power,
degrading th
he thermo-opticc tuning efficieency according
gly. Tuning eefficiency was measured on a test structurre MachZehnder inteerferometer and
d found to be 97 mW/π. Th
he measured reesult together with a fit usinng the carrier llifetimes
derived from
m the current-vo
oltage characteeristic and the measured
m
therm
mo-optic efficieency is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Measured therrmo-optically tu
uned Mach-Zehn
nder interferomeeter transfer funnction to determiine the phase tuuning
y. The fitted currve was calculatted using the meeasured phase-tuuning efficiency together with caalculated attenuaation
efficiency
from freee-carrier absorptiion deduced from
m the effective carrier
c
lifetime.

5.2 On-chip
p laser
The on-chip laser within th
he 8-channel sy
ystem was not tunable owingg to faulty tunerr probe pads, hhowever a simiilar laser
on the samee chip was meeasured and fo
ound to have 5.5 mW outpput power, < 7 MHz linewiidth, 46 dB sidemode
suppression, and 40 nm tun
ning range (156
61 nm to 1601 nm).
c
5.3 Photoniic integrated circuit
The overall device
d
was chaaracterized by recording
r
the beam
b
profile inn the far field uusing an IR caamera and imagging lens
system and using
u
a feedbacck algorithm to
o adjust the phase on each chhannel with an 8-channel laseer driver, simillar to the
method descrribed in [6]. Power
P
emitted from each chaannel was first equalized by tturning on onee channel at a ttime and
observing thee intensity of th
he far field linee thus produceed on the IR caamera. One chaannel (channell 5) was observved to be
faulty and was
w turned offf for the duraation of the measurement
m
– this limited the maximum
m possible bacckground
suppression to
t 8.3 dB withiin the field of view;
v
7 dB bacckground supppression was coonsistently achhieved/measureed with a
beam width of
o 1.8° in ψ an
nd 0.6° in θ. Due
D to significcant heating off the top siliconn layer, the gaain from the SO
OAs was
found to be highly
h
dependeent on the phase modulator seettings. Accorddingly the phasse modulators and SOAs werre cycled
at 125 Hz, 20
0% duty cycle to mitigate on
n-chip heating. In order to avvoid contaminaation of the observed far fieldd pattern
during SOA and phase mo
odulator ramp-u
up, the preamp
plifier was useed to blank thee beam for the first 800 μs off the oncycle before being turned on
o for the rem
maining 800 μs.. With the chiip mounted onn a heat sink heeld at 18° C, tthe beam
was profiled and steered accross the far field
fi
at 1° increements from -66° to +6° at a single wavelenngth. It is notteworthy
that with thee observed tuniing range (40 nm) for the on
n-chip laser annd measured w
wavelength steeering of 0.14 °°/nm [6],
tuning of 5.6
6° in the longittudinal directio
on is possible. A plot of meeasured and preedicted beam ccross-sections for each
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n in Figure 6, and plots of the
t beam steerred to directionns in the far fiield across a 12° range are sshown in
axis is shown
Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Measured and predicted beam cross-sections in
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xis (right). The inset shows the 2D
2 profile of thee beam measuredd on an IR camerra.
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(left) and

As mentioneed above, the beam
b
power waas not uniform
m or even predi ctable for dispparate phase seettings / steerinng angles
in the far fielld owing to thee effect of phase tuner heatin
ng on the gain elements withiin the circuit. However it was found
that adjusting
g the preampliifier current prreserved the beam shape (i.ee. beam width and backgrouund suppressioon) while
simultaneoussly enabling the beam power variations to be
b completely ccompensated ssuch that the faar field profile could be
rendered flatt as a function of steering ang
gle. The variaation in beam ppower with andd without pre-aamplifier adjusstment is
shown in Fig
gure 8 together with the measured beam pro
ofiles for the reequired range oof preamplifier settings.
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The beam po
ower was measured by steerin
ng the beam to a detector possitioned in the ffar field and foound to be 4.1 μ
μW. Far
field linewid
dth and sidemo
ode suppressio
on were measu
ured by steerinng the beam too a fiber collim
mator connectted to an
APEX 2051A
A optical specttrum analyzer. Linewidth off the far field ooutput was 36 MHz and sideemode suppresssion was
30 dB, both somewhat deg
graded from thee characteristiccs of the standdalone laser. T
This is not surpprising given thhe many
sources of feedback
fe
into the
t laser whicch are present in the integraated device. H
However the ddegradation w
was small
enough as to make no signiificant differen
nt to the beam relative
r
to the ttarget metrics oof backgroundd suppression aand beam
width in the far
f field.
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Figure 9.. Far field laseer spectrum meaasured on an op
ptical spectrum analyzer. The insets show a bbroader spectrum
m to
illustrate the suppression of longitudinal modes
m
(upper in
nset) and a CAD layout of the tunnable on-chip laaser (lower inset)).

6. CO
ONCLUSIO
ON
A photonic integrated
i
circu
uit fabricated according to th
he hybrid siliccon platform hhas been used to demonstratee a freespace steerab
ble laser using
g an optical ph
hased array inttegrated with a tunable laseer. The devicee exhibited 122° phasecontrolled steering with 1.8°×0.6° beam width, and thee on-chip laserr was shown tto be tunable oover a range coonsistent
with 5.6° steeering in θ for a combined beam steering
g capability off 7×9 resolvabble spots in thhe far field wiith 7 dB
background suppression.
s
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